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What You Should Already Know
There are no prerequisites.

Learning Outcomes
In this course, you will
Learn and use beginning vocabulary.
Learn and use beginning grammar.
Carry out simple dialogues in ASL.
Demonstrate understanding of aspects of Deaf culture.

Course Materials
All of the materials you need are included in this course.
(Back to top)

Course Organization
Each unit starts with an overview of the dialogue you’ll be studying and
practicing. You’ll learn about the dialogue, read it in English, break it down
into individual signs and sentences, and then explore it as a complete
dialogue in ASL. You’ll also learn something about Deaf culture in every
unit. This process helps take you through learning step by step, starting
with your understanding in English and ultimately leading to your
understanding in the target language (ASL). Just like scaffolding builds
upon the layers below it, this course will continue building on what you
already know, which then helps support you as
https://accelerateu.next.agilixbuzz.com/admin/26489912/courses/75424350/activity/G92EP

you continue to learn more!
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In addition to the daily lesson content, every
unit (except the pre-unit) has

a unit signing appointment and a unit quiz to test your mastery of the unit
content.

Assignments
Unit Quizzes
There is a quiz at the end of every unit. The quizzes are comprehensive
and include videos that test vocabulary and concepts taught in the current
unit, as well as cultural information presented in that unit. As every unit
builds upon the last, it is important to continue practicing and revisiting
vocabulary, grammar, and other concepts throughout your journey learning
ASL. You are allowed to retake your quizzes one time, with no penalty.
The highest score will count toward your final grade. Quizzes make up
30% of your final grade.

Conversation Café and Signing Appointments
The Conversation Café is a place to practice signing. Activities are
moderated by the instructor. Signing appointments are graded oral
assessments. A signing appointment is a required part of every unit. You
will be required to complete certain language tasks or have a dialogue with
the instructor during your signing appointment. The lowest score from all
your signing appointments will be dropped. (This does not include the final
signing appointment.) See “Grading” below to see what percentage the
signing appointments are on your final grade.

Presentations
You will prepare two presentations that you will share with your instructor
and a small audience. You need to submit your written presentation to
your instructor, including sources for your research/findings, before
your appointment takes place. Your presentations count for 10% of your
final grade.
(Back to top)

Other Resources
In your course under “Course Resources” and "Reference Materials"
folders at the end of the course, you will find a student discussion board,
course wiki, expansive dictionary, and other useful helps. The discussion
board is designed for students to connect, discuss course-related matters,
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and share ideas with each other. The wikiSyllabus
is designed for the instructor to
post information that may provide enrichment or to post relevant
information for the course.

Technical Considerations
This course functions best in a web browser other than Internet Explorer. If
you only have Internet Explorer, you can download other browsers (e.g.,
Firefox, Safari, etc.) for free online.

Exams
There are two parts to the final exam: a final signing appointment and a
final written exam. Your final signing appointment will be in the same
format as the others you’ve had in the course and must be completed
before you request your written exam.
The written final exam is a proctored test that will cover the same material
found in your quizzes. There is no time limit. If you study the course
material, the quizzes, and the “Final Exam Preparation” section in your
course, you should be adequately prepared for the test. The final exam,
both parts combined, is worth 30 percent of your final grade.
(Back to top)

Grading
Your final grade will be broken down as follows:

Assignment

Portion of Final
Grade

10 Unit Quizzes

30%

8 Signing Appointments

30%

2 Presentations

10%

1 Final Speaking Appointment and 1 Final
Exam

30%

TOTAL

100%

Grading Scale
https://accelerateu.next.agilixbuzz.com/admin/26489912/courses/75424350/activity/G92EP
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Grading Scale
A

93–100

A−

90–92

B+

87–89

B

83–86

B−

80–82

C+

77–79

C

73–76

C−

70–72

D+

67–69

D

63–66

D−

60–62

E (fail)

59 or below
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(Back to top)

Copyright Notice
The materials used in connection with this online course are only for the
use of students enrolled in this course for purposes associated with this
course and may not be retained or further disseminated. Any copying or
further dissemination of these materials may be subject to applicable U.S.
Copyright Laws. For questions or more information, please visit the BYU
Copyright Licensing Office (https://sites.lib.byu.edu/copyright/) website.
“Members of the BYU community who willfully disregard this Copyright
Policy or the BYU Copyright Guidelines place themselves individually at
risk of legal action and may incur personal liability for their conduct. The
unauthorized use or distribution of copyrighted material, including
unauthorized peer-to-peer file sharing, may subject individuals to
civil and criminal liabilities, including actual and statutory damages,
costs and fees of litigation, fines, and imprisonment…
Violations of the Copyright Policy may result in university disciplinary
action including termination of university enrollment or employment.”
(Emphasis added. Excerpt taken from the BYU Copyright Policy
(https://policy.byu.edu/view/index.php?p=36))
https://accelerateu.next.agilixbuzz.com/admin/26489912/courses/75424350/activity/G92EP
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Accessibility Notice
BYU is committed to providing a working and learning atmosphere which
reasonably accommodates persons with disabilities who are otherwise
qualified to participate in BYU's programs and activities. In this spirit, BYU
Independent Study aspires to improve web accessibility for users. While
not required by law, the Web Content Accessibility Guidelines (WCAG) 2.0
Levels A and AA provide a wide range of helpful recommendations to
make Web content more accessible. BYU Independent Study strives to
apply WCAG 2.0 recommendations where feasible, but may deviate from
any recommendations that would result in an undue hardship to BYU
Independent Study or alterations to program and course content and
objectives. If you have questions about accessibility, or if you need to
report problems with any accessibility features please see our
Accessibilities and Accommodations Web Page
(https://is.byu.edu/support/accommodations).
(Back to top)
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